
 
 

  

Urbanization strongly modifies the natural water-cycle 
and affects water-bodies and water-flows. The presence of 
urban surfaces (roads, pavements, roofs...) alters the natural 
water-balance and increases run-off flow. The modification of 
the natural drainage system and the development of water 
networks create connections between man-made urban-
infrastructures and natural-water bodies that make the urban-
water cycle more complex to understand and difficult to 
manage. Today, urban-water management mainly focuses on 
stormwater flow-rate mitigation and drinking-water supply 
through the massive use of « end-of-pipe solutions » and the 
extension of pipe networks. This water infrastructure is not 
able to mitigate all the urbanization effects and the 
degradation of the ecological state of natural water-bodies. 
Clearly, urban-water management policies must be drastically 
re-evaluated into a more sustainable long-term vision; in 
particular considering the current global climate change and 
the constant population-growth leading to the intensification 
of urbanization impacts.  

 
In this thesis, two methods are applied to study the 

physical environment heterogeneity and the connections 
between groundwater and urban-infrastructure: The « water 
stable isotopes » tracing method and the « Urban Hydrologic 
Landscape » classification. Stable isotopes are used to identify 
the sources of urban aquifers recharge and to localize 
connections between the sewers and the groundwater. Stable 
isotopes are demonstrated useful for sewers management, but 
their study also highlights the link between urban planning and 
urban aquifer recharge. The « Urban Hydrologic Landscape » 
method is developed to translate the physical environment 
heterogeneity into infiltration maps and to determine run-off 
flow-rate limitations at the local and regional scales. These 
methods are applied to Brussels as a case study. This work 
optimizes of Source-Control measures, improves urban 
planning and leads to run-off flow regulations fully adapted to 
the local conditions. It serves as a base for a revised, modern 
and sustainable urban-water management procedure capable 
to adapt and face the challenges of this century. 
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